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A. Proof of Remark 3.1
Remark A.1. Negative-prompt inversion is the exact
closed-form solution if we solve null-text inversion opti-
mizations to track the DDIM reconstruction trajectory {ẑt},
with z̄T initialized as ẑT = z∗T ,

C = argmin
∅t

||zt−1(z̄t, ∅t, C)− ẑt−1||22. (12)

Proof. Following negative-prompt inversion [4], we prove
this by induction. Suppose at timestep t, ∅t = C and z̄t =
ẑt hold, then we derive z̄t−1 for timestep t−1. By definition
(Eq. (1) with classifier-free guidance),

z̄t−1 =zt−1(z̄t, t, C, ∅t) =
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Since z̄t = ẑt and by Eq. (2),

z̄t = ẑt =
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Substituting the above into Eq. (13), we have

z̄t−1 = ẑt−1+
√
αt−1

(√
1

αt−1
− 1−

√
1
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− 1

)
·

(ϵ̃θ(ẑt, t, C, ∅t)− ϵθ(ẑt, t, C)) . (15)

Since

ϵ̃θ(ẑt, t, C, ∅t)− ϵθ(ẑt, t, C)

=(w − 1) (ϵθ(ẑt, t, C)− ϵθ(ẑt, t, ∅t)) ,

we have z̄t−1 = ẑt−1 if ∅t = C.
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Figure 11. Proximal guidance with DDPM inversion [3].

B. Extension to DDPM Inversion
The concept of proximal guidance is also applicable to

the DDPM inversion framework [3]. By performing an in-
version of the input image with null text and setting λ to
100%, the exact DDPM reconstruction can be restored as
follows:

ϵ̂ = ϵ̂null, [inversion]
ϵ̃ = ϵ̃null + w · proxλ(ϵ̃tar − ϵ̃null). [synthesis] (16)

This approach introduces an additional control parameter,
allowing the edited image to more closely resemble the in-
put image. An illustrative example is provided in Fig. 11.

C. Extension to Personalized Editing
We explore an extension of proximal guidance in person-

alized image editing. Here the target concept is specified
by another reference image. This is realized by integrating
an amortized encoder, as demonstrated using ELITE [5] in
our experiments. Visual examples of this extension are pre-
sented in Fig. 12.

D. Simultaneous Texture and Geometry Edit-
ing

We extend our approach by sequentially applying Prox-
NPI (Cross-Attention Control) and ProxMasaCtrl (Mutual
Self-Attention Control) to enable simultaneous editing of
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Figure 12. Personalized image editing with the ELITE [5] en-
coder in DDPM inversion [3] and prompt-to-prompt [2] frame-
works.
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Figure 13. Editing texture and pose. Sequentially applying
Prompt-to-Prompt and MasaCtrl (first row) or in the reverse or-
der (second row) to edit both texture and pose.

both texture and geometry, as shown in Fig. 13. While this
represents a preliminary exploration, and the integration of
these two controlling mechanisms in a more efficient and
effective manner is an avenue for future research.

E. Ablation of MasaCtrl feature injection
strategies

In Fig. 14, we conduct ablations of different mutual self-
attention feature injection strategies in MasaCtrl [1]. The
synthesis branch utilizes the “null embedding” denoted as
C = interp(α,Csrc, Cnull), where the default setting uses
the original null embedding with α = 1. We explore the vi-
sual effects by varying α and querying different feature sets,
including “source” (the default strategy), “joint” (query-
ing from both branches), and “none” (no feature injection).
While α = 1 with “source” generally produces good results
for both unconditional and conditional noises, we observe
that using “joint” or “none” for the unconditional noise oc-
casionally improves the outcomes.

F. Reconstruction Guidance

Algorithm 2 Proximal Negative-Prompt Inversion with re-
construction guidance

Input: Given source original sample z0, source condition
C, target condition C ′, denoising model ϵθ, proximal
function proxλ(·).

1: z̄T = DDIMInvert(z0, C, w = 1)
2: z̃T = z̄T
3: for t = T to 1 do
4: ϵ̃src = ϵθ(z̃t, t, C)
5: ϵ̃tar = ϵθ(z̃t, t, C

′)
6: ϵ̃ = ϵ̃src + w · proxλ(ϵ̃tar − ϵ̃src)
7: M = |ϵ̃tar − ϵ̃src| ≤ λ

8: z̃0 = 1√
αt
z̃t −

√
1
αt
− 1ϵ̃

9: if reconstruction guidance and t < Trec then
10: z̃0 = z̃0 − ηM ⊙ (z̃0 − z0)
11: end if
12: z̃t−1 =

√
αt−1z̃0 +

√
1− αt−1ϵ̃

13: end for
14: return z̃0

We have introduced the concept of “reconstruction guid-
ance” as an additional solution to address the issue of imper-
fect DDIM reconstruction. Another straight-forward solu-
tion is reconstruction guidance. To do so, we perform one
step of gradient descent on the current predicted original
sample z̃0 to align it with the source sample z0. Similarly,
this gradient descent step is applied to the “unedited” re-
gion identified by the mask M = |ϵ̃tar − ϵ̃src| ≤ λ. The
update can be expressed as z̃0 ← z̃0 − ηM ⊙ (z̃0 − z0).
The algorithm with reconstruction guidance is outlined in
Algorithm 2. In Fig. 15, we present visual results obtained
by varying the stepsize η. The guidance is applied when
t < Trec. As observed, when the guidance strength is small
(with a small η), the reconstruction of chopsticks is incom-
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Figure 14. MasaCtrl feature injection ablation. We ablate different feature injection strategies in MasaCtrl by varying the α parameter
(in the synthesis branch) and querying different feature sets (“source”, “joint”, “none”). For all α we use Csrc in reconstruction branch. In
the above example, we find that using “joint” or “none” for the unconditional noise improves results.
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Figure 15. Ablation study of reconstruction guidance. The figure shows visual results obtained by varying the stepsize of performing
reconstruction guidance η from the 0.01 to 1. The first row represents performing guidance when t < 400, while the second shows the
effects of t < 600. The threshold is set to the 70% quantile and hard-thresholding is used.

plete. Increasing Trec results in accurate reconstruction of
the chopsticks, however, a large η may introduce artifacts
such as an over-amplified contrast ratio. Based on empiri-
cal findings, we generally set Trec = 400 and η = 0.1, al-
though inversion guidance is still preferred over reconstruc-
tion guidance.
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